Abstract. An image fusion procedure based on fuzzy set theory that can be used to classify different image components and also to preserve and even emphasize the internal contrast is presented. Membership functions are utilized to quantitatively define the relationships between different image classes, as well as the systematic and stochastic measurement errors, in terms of pixel values. For each modality, a possibility measure is applied to determine the degree to which each pixel belongs to various image classes. These possibility measures are sent to an image fusion center, where the image components are classified and their internal contrast restored and augmented. The methodology is practically applicable even in severely noisy environments. Results generated by the proposed method illustrate its capabilities in classifying and preserving internal image details. © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [80091-3286(98)01302-6] Subject terms: sensor fusion; image fusion; data fusion; fuzzy sets; multimodality image fusion.
Introduction
Optimal processing of the data acquired from multi~le sources has recently received considerable attention. - 3 Data fusion techniques combine overlapping and complementary data obtained by employing different sensors to improve the overall system characterization or to obtain details that can not be recognized using only one source of data. Applications of data fusion are found in a large variety of fields, for instance in automated target recognition, 4 guidance for mobile robots and vehicles, 5 remote sensing, 6 monitoring of manufacturing processes, condition-based maintenance of complex machinery and robotics, 7 and medical diagnosis. 8 A concerted effort is under way to define standard terminologies, categories, processes, and functions for this interdisciplinary area, 9 -12 where concepts are used from digital signal or image processing, statistical estimation, control theory, artificial intelligence, classic numerical methods, and fuzzy set theory. 13 -15 Data can be fused at different levels, from the raw data level up to the decision-making level. 9 Data fusion methodologies are characterized by the level of input and output 10 or by the topology used for the fusion center. 11 Note that inferences obtained using multisensor fused data may be less accurate than inferences based on acceptable data from an individual sensor. This could be the situation when an attempt is made to fuse accurate with inaccurate data, especially if the degree of uncertainty of the data is unknown. The performance of various data fusion systems is evaluated, in most cases, by numerous simulations and ~tatistical measurements. 9 When dealing with images, the iP"~mal contrast is not retained in the fused image. Image "·~J>on methods that maintain or even emphasize the internal cou'Tast are highly desirable, since this might carry important information. For instance, in medical imaging, by using the internal contrast, one can keep track of minor changes in the tissue that could result from a malignant tumor in its early stages. If one imaging system is an electrical impedance tomograph, for example, the darker pixel values in a certain zone of a tissue could be associated with higher values of conductivity, which in tum may be due to a higher vascular integration surrounding the tumor. If another imaging system, for example an x-ray system, is also employed and brighter pixel values are associated to the same zone as before, due to less absorption of x-ray radiation, then it would be extremely valuable to not only identify that specific tissue, but also to retain its internal contrast in the fused image, which could reveal the potential malignant tumor.
Image fusion is a special case of data fusion. Recent attempts to apply fuzzy set theory to image fusion have produced promising results. 16 -18 This is due to the fact that the relationships between different object classes and the corresponding pixel values, as well as the uncertainties within each imaging system, can be characterized quantitatively using membership functions. Moreover, the operators and the decision-making rules in fuzzy set theory provide the necessary means to handle efficiently the image fusion process. In this paper, a new image fusion method based on fuzzy set theory is presented. The strength of this method consists in a clear classification of different image components (e.g., different tissues in medical images) and, at the same time, in preserving the internal contrast for each class. A parallel distributed (decentralized) fusion architecture is used in this method. Each imaging system performs its own processing and provides a certain image instead of raw data to the fusion center, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this method, it is not necessary that the various sets of data be independent from each other, no fuzzification constraints are needed, 13 Sensor A Feature extraction and the input or the output of the fusion center can be in the fuzzy format and not necessarily in crisp labels. 15 If the input data are insufficient to produce highly confident, unambiguous results, this is conveyed to the output so that the interpreter will not be given false information. The implementation of the method is relatively easy and straightforward, and the entire procedure can be applied practically in the same way for data with noise. In the following, it is assumed that the coregistration of image data (if necessary) has already been performed for the input images.
Processing Approach
The contrast between different image classes is due to different relationships between these classes and the corresponding pixel values, representing the differences in the measured physical quantities used in the imaging system. Similarly, the internal contrast is due to minor changes in the physical quantity within an individual class. The relationship between the measured physical quantity and the respe~tive 1 fixel ~alues can be repres.ented by membership funct10ns, for mstance, as shown m Fig. 2 . This figure shows a sample membership function in which the observed gray-scale value for a pixel (the ordinate) is mapped to the value of membership in a class (the abscissa). By employing such a membership function, an interval of pixel values is attributed to a specific image class and, moreover, the degree to which a pixel value in that interval is associated with that class is specified. Measurement errors can also be represented using membership functions. Whenever the deterministic errors, such as an offset, and the stochas- tic errors corresponding to a probability density function of noise are known, appropriate membership functions can be defined to represent the noise in an imaging system, as shown in Fig. 3 . By using these membership functions and the corresponding possibility measures, which represent the degree of overlap between two membership functions, we not only determine the boundaries of image classes in the fused image but also preserve the internal contrast within each class. The proposed processing approach consists of two distinct parts: in the first part, the input images are fused such that the boundaries of each image class are clearly determined; in the second part, the internal contrast within each image class is restored and emphasized.
Determining the Boundaries of the Image Classes
First, we produce a completely separate image for each class. The procedure for identifying the class i in several input images consists of the following steps:
1. definition of membership functions µ{ that represent the class i in each imaging system j employed 19 2. construction of membership functions vi for uncertainties in each imaging system j, according to the identified measurement errors 3. computation of the possibility measures of µ{'s with respect to the corresponding vi's for all the pixels in all the input images 4. processing the results in step 3 for the corresponding coordinates in all the images and producing the final image for the class i.
The formula for computing the possibility measure is 19
XEX where/\ stands for the t-norrn, x is the pixel value, and X is the set of all the pixel values; experience has shown that thr t-norm, defined as the product of the two membership fur~ tions, produces better results compared to the usually u.,ed t-norm, defined as the minimum of the two merr./..ersh1p functions. This is due to the fact that the m•.;itiplicative t-norm produces smaller possibility measures wherever the two membership functions are overlapping outside their respective full-membership intervals, thus decreasi~g th~ effect of those pixels that could have been wrongly identified as belonging to a given class, for instance, as a result of the presence of noise. For the step 4 of the procedure, one must take into account that in a given input image, a certain class i might be associated with pixel values that are darker than those corresponding to other classes. At the same time, in another input image, the class i could be associated with brighter pixel values as compared to other classes. Therefore, the pixel values cannot be simply averaged to ?~c.rease the effect of noise. On the other hand, the possibility measures for pixels associated with the class i in all the input images are much greater than those for the pixels corresponding to other classes. These possibility measures can be processed in a number of ways. For instance, we can employ a simple averaging, which is an effective method of decreasing the effect of the random noise. 20 A nonlinear mapping (thresholding) in combination with the averaging produces even better results. 16 The uncertainty membership function vi in step 2 of the proposed procedure is useful for pixels associated to a class i that have values in the neighborhood of the boundaries of the interval of µ{. Indeed, when due to noise the pixel value is shifted outside this interval, the possibility measure calculated by employing the uncertainty membership function is different from zero, which enables us to count the respective pixel as a member of the class i.
Preserving the Internal Contrast
Once the boundaries of each image class are determined, we restore and even emphasize the internal contrast within each class. This is done by defining a new membership function A j to represent the class i in the imaging system j. when its pixel value interval in the image j is [a ,b] . By this membership function, we attribute full membership to one end of the interval and one quarter membership, for instance, to the other end. To produce coherent results one should use this definition carefully, as explained in the following example. Assume that a vascular integration region generates lighter pixel values in a cert~in im~ging system and that in another imaging system this reg10n produces darker pixel values. Therefore, if we attribute full membership value of>..{ to brighter pixels in the former modality, we shoul<l attribute full membership value of >..{ to the darker pixel~ in the latter modality. One may even define Application of the proposed method yields a much improved reconstructed image with respect to the input images, with the boundaries of the classes clearly determined and with the internal contrast within the classes well preserved.
Illustrative Example
Consider a 20X 20 2-D grid for a region containing three different biological tissues, with material properties corresponding to spleen, liver, and muscle, as shown in Fig. 5 . Assume that an electrical impedance tomography system has been used to produce several images for this region using different injected current frequencies. Since the conductivity and the permittivity of biological tissues are frequency dependent, applying currents of different frequencies produces different images. Four different frequencies have been employed, namely 1, 10, and 100 kHz and 1 MHz, to produce four different input images. The specific resistance and the specific reactance of the tissues considered at these frequencies are shown 21 in Tables 1 and 2 . The corresponding simulated images are shown in Fig. 6 and they have been produced using the formula pixel value=table value(bias+randomXnoise).
(2) In this formula, table value refers to the values in Tables 1  and 2 , random is a normal random variable with a zero mean value and a standard deviation equal to 1, noise represents the noise level in the measured data, and bias is modeled as
where spread accounts for the spread of the actual tissue values with respect to the mean values given in Tables 1  and 2 ; the larger the value of the spread, the more overlap exists between the membership functions corresponding to different tissues. Here f(x,y) is a function of x and y that associates to each point in the image a number in the interval [ -1, 1], used to simulate a continuous internal contrast within the tissues; in the example considered, both the spleen and the liver have a specific resistance and a specific reactance that increase with the distance from the coordinate origin, and the muscle has its specific resistance and reactance decreasing with this distance (the coordinate origin is chosen at the top left comer of the grid). Therefore, we assign a normal random variable to each pixel such that the pixel value has a mean value equal to the table value times the bias and a standard deviation u equal to the table value times the noise. By doing so, the membership function for a specified tissue would be as shown in Fig. 2 , with the full membership for values of specific resistance and reactance between (table value)(l -spread/2) and (table value)(l +spread/2), and with a Gaussian function dependence outside this interval, exp[ -(x -µ,) 2 I ( 2 u 2 )], where µ, is equal to the corresponding value bounding the full membership interval. In Fig. 7 , membership functions are defined for the specific resistance of spleen, muscle, and liver at 1 kHz with a spread equal to 0.3 and a noise equal to 0.15. Increasing the spread and the noise yields an increased overlap between these membership functions.
The results after applying the part of the processing approach discussed in Sec. 2.1 to simulated images in Fig. 6 are presented in Fig. 8 . A simple averaging of the possibility measures and a thresholding were employed to produce 
(h) Fig. 6 Simulated images using (a) to (d) the real part and (e) to (h) the imaginary part of the impedances for an electrical impedance tomography system at four different frequencies: 1 , 10, and 100 kHz and 1 MHz, respectively; the spread is 0.3 and the noise is 0.15. spleen liver muscle· .. (2) and (3).
(g) (h) (i) Fig. 8 Tissue boundaries after applying the part ol the prop0<.."<.l approach discussed in Sec. 2.1 using the input images in Fig. 6 , with a spread ol 0.3 and a noise ol 0.15 in Eqs. (2) and (3): (<:/ to (c) are from images using the real part ol impedances, (d) to (f) are from images using the imaginary part of impedances, and (g) to (i) are obtained using all the images in Fig. 6 . these results. Applying averaging yields values for pixels associated with a specified class that are normally greater than those for pixels belonging to other classes. However, the difference between these values could be too small to distinguish clearly the boundaries of the class considered.
The thresholding is applied to map the values below a specified level (here 0.75) to 0 and the values above this level to 1. By doing this, only the pixels with values equal to I are identified to belong to class i. The threshold value is mainly determined by the degree of overlap between membership functions of different classes. It can be adjusted by applying the same procedure to a number of i~ ages with similar overlaps, whose contents are known, until the results generated are satisfactorily accurate. A careful examination of Figs. 8(g) to 8(i) shows that some pixels have not been assigned to any of the three classes and some other pixels have been assigned to more than one class. These contradictory results allow the interpreter to know that the fusion attempt was not successful for those pixels due to insufficient input data. Several simulations were executed with a spread equal to 0.3 and a noise equal to 0.15. The corresponding statistical measures are summarized in Table 3 . For another round of simulations, with even higher values of spread and noise, the statistical measures are given in Table 4 . These results show that even under quite severe noise conditions and large overlap of different tissues, the processing approach produces excellent results.
To restore the internal contrast within each tissue we can use either the raw data or, to obtain better results, the data from the part of the proposed method discussed in Sec. 2.1. Obviously, the internal contrast can be restored from raw data only when the spread and the noise are sufficiently small. Figure 9 shows the simulated input images with a spread of 0.2 and a noise of 0.05, and Fig. 10 shows the results when applying only the part of the method discussed in Sec. 2.2 to the input images in Fig. 9 (i.e., to the raw data). The following formula was employed for postprocessing the data for the part of the proposed method discussed in Sec. 
Note that due to noise, the possibility measures for some pixels in a given imaging system may have unexpectedly large values even though these pixels do not belong to the class considered. By using this formula, the effect of such possibility measures in the overall pixel value is substantially reduced. Figure 11 shows another set of simulated input images obtained with higher values of spread and noise of 0.3 and 0.15, respectively. The internal contrast is restored by ap- plying the procedure as described in Sec. 2.2 to the results from the part described in Sec. 2.1. The resulting images are presented in Fig. 12 ; it can be seen that not only different tissues have been clearly classified, but also the internal contrast within the three tissues has been preserved and in fact augmented.
Conclusion
A new method for image fusion using fuzzy set theory has been proposed that enables different components of the input images to be clearly classified and the internal contrast within image classes to be restored and emphasized. The method is easy to implement and the resulting images can be readily interpreted. The presented results have been produced without using any a priori information, i.e., the same weights have been assigned to all input images, independently of how accurate they are. In most practical cases when this information is available, even better results can be achieved.
